The Twelve Days of (a Museum) Christmas

On the First day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Second day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Two Catalogs and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Third day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Fourth day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Fifth day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Five Mammal Wires, Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Sixth day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Six Geese a-molting, Five Mammal Wires, Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Seventh day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Seven Swans a-skeletonizing Six Geese a-molting, Five Mammal Wires, Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Eighth day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Eight Maggots meddling, Seven Swans a-skeletonizing Six Geese a-molting, Five Mammal Wires, Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Ninth day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Nine Baculum boiling, Eight Maggots meddling, Seven Swans a-skeletonizing, Six Geese a-molting, Five Mammal Wires, Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Tenth day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Ten Tags a-tying, Nine Baculum boiling, Eight Maggots meddling, Seven Swans a-skeletonizing, Six Geese a-molting, Five Mammal Wires, Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Eleventh day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Eleven Prep Precautions, Ten Tags a-tying, Nine Baculum boiling, Eight Maggots meddling, Seven Swans a-skeletonizing, Six Geese a-molting, Five Mammal Wires, Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.

On the Twelfth day of Christmas, the Curator gave to me Twelve Dermestids drying, Eleven Prep Precautions, Ten Tags a-tying, Nine Baculum boiling, Eight Maggots meddling, Seven Swans a-skeletonizing, Six Geese a-molting, Five Mammal Wires, Four Tissue Types, Three Solar Birds, Two Catalogs, and a Partridge in a Sandwich Baggie.